
 

Unions fight to secure better pay and
conditions for workers, but they can also
benefit employers

June 28 2022, by Emma Sara Hughes
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Over the past century, unions have successfully campaigned for a
minimum wage, holiday and sickness pay, equal opportunity rights,
maternity and paternity rights and a two-day weekend for British
workers, among other benefits.
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With more than 40,000 U.K. rail workers participating in the recent very
visible strike action, discussions about why people might want to join a
trade union have tended to focus on improving pay and working
conditions. But unions can do much more for employees and even for
employers. In fact, research shows their benefits can extend beyond
individual organizations, boosting sectors and even the economy by
reducing staff turnover, providing or promoting training and encouraging
innovation.

Research from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) from 35 countries shows that individuals working
in organizations where unions engaged in firm-level collective bargaining
enjoy higher wages.

And, when pay and conditions are protected, employees are less likely to
change jobs, certainly in the U.K. Data published in 2021 by the Office
of National Statistics (ONS) shows 47% of unionized workers worked
for the same employer for ten years or more, compared to 29% of all
employees. A 2017 analysis of the national Work Employment Relations
Survey (WERS) data, commissioned by the Trades Union Congress,
similarly found that staff were less likely to voluntarily leave unionized
organizations.

While more recent survey evidence would be helpful—and the WERS
analysis points out that data in this area can be sparse—it makes a
number of other noteworthy conclusions. These relate to a positive
correlation between innovation, attitude to work-life balance and off-the-
job training at unionized organizations. Other research shows the 
benefits of training in relation to worker retention and productivity.

All for one

So how have unions been able to have this kind of impact on working
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life? Collective bargaining is a major factor. The interests of employers
and workers conflict and/or converge to varying extents at different
points in time. And while unions attend disciplinary and grievance
meetings with individual members, they also engage in collective
bargaining on behalf of their members by negotiating with employers on
pay and conditions. If negotiations break down and unions meet the 
Trade Union Act balloting thresholds, members can organize strike
action.

It is at such times that union density—the percentage of employees who
are union members—is key, particularly when it comes to collective
bargaining. High union density within an organization can be a powerful
bargaining tool when strikes are threatened.

The impact of collective bargaining varies depending on the type of
system adopted, according to OECD research . It shows that the best
outcomes for employment levels, productivity and employee wages are
achieved via collective bargaining that aligns wage and working
conditions agreements across sectors, but also allows agreements to be
adapted at the organization level. This is known as "organized
decentralization" and is used in countries such as Austria, Denmark,
Sweden and Germany.

On the other hand, the U.K. uses a fully decentralized system that limits
the benefits of collective bargaining for workers, organizations and the
wider economy. There is no pay coordination across sectors and
bargaining units, very little if any government influence, and collective
bargaining happens at the organization level only rather than across
sectors.
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Further strikes by rail workers could happen in coming weeks and there
is growing discontent among other workers, including British Airways
staff, teachers and NHS workers. Unions will be at the forefront of any
negotiations between these workers, their employers and the
government. Industries with higher union density will bring more power
to the negotiating table.

The percentage of unionized workers varies across sectors, industries
and age groups in the U.K., however. About half (50.1)% of U.K. public
sector employees and 12.8% of private sector employees were unionized
in 2021. The four industries with the highest union density are education
(49.4%), human health and social work activities (39.2%), public
administration and defense (38.6%) and transport and storage (36.6%).
Employees over 35 years of age made up 63% of the UK's overall
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employees and 76% of unionized employees in 2021. Only 4.3% of 
union members were aged between 16 and 24 years old and 19.8% were
aged between 25 and 34 years old.

One reason for lower membership levels among younger workers is that
they are more likely to be in precarious employment with less access to
unions. For example, one-third of those aged between 18 and 34 years
old returned to the workforce after the pandemic via the "gig economy."
ONS data also shows that 15.1% of workers in temporary positions are
unionized compared to 23.7% of workers in permanent positions. Yet, a
June 2022 YouGov poll shows 49% of respondents aged between 18 and
24 years old support the rail strikes, with older age groups showing less
support.

The potential for strike action across several industries in coming
months relates to societal issues such as decreasing real income.
Dialogue between unions, employers and government could help address
these concerns without the need for strike action. In fact, research shows
that collective bargaining by unions can benefit both sides—companies
and employees—as well as society. But, as we have seen in recent weeks,
its failure can create significant disruption in workplaces with strong
union membership.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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